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ABSTRACT-
Two experiments were conducted, the purpose of which

was to investigate the direct effects of questioning. In experiment
one, 240 sophomore, juniors, and seniors from a small town high
school read one of two versions of a 550-word passage descrihing the
social behavior of he army ant. The subjects then took either a
verbatim or paraphrase quiz, eitl_er immediately after Tending the
passage or after a 20- minute filled delay. In experimeul. two, 422
freshmen from a suburban high school read the army ant passage and
then comileted a verbatim quiz, a paraphrase quiz, a verbatim quiz
twice, a paraphrase quiz twice, a verbatim quiz followed by a
paraphrase quiz, or a paraphase quiz folloued by it verbatim quiz. The
results indicated that taking a quiz significantly enhances
performance on delayed test. Performance was consistentll higher on
the verbatim than on the paraphrase forms of the quizzes and tgmts.
Fitting the data well was a theory which assumes that a verbatim
question is best at evoking retrieval of phonologically coded
information in short term memory, and that a paraphrase question is
hest at instigating transfer of the information into long term,
semantic memory. (WE)
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Abstract

In two experiments a total of kl+2 high school students

read a prose passage,, took a verbatim or paraphrase quiz,

and n week later cospleted a verbatim or paraphrase delayed

teat. Taking a quiz signif_ .ratty enhanced performance on

the delayed test. Performance was consiatently much higher

on the verbatim than be paraphrase forms of quizzes, and

tests. Fitting the data rather well was a theory which

assumes that a verbatim question is best at evoking retrier-

al of phonologically coded information in short term memory

whereas a paraphrase question is hest at instigating transfer

of the informatiou into long tem, semantic memory.
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Two experiments were completed whose purpose was to investigate the
direct effects of questioning. By a "direct effect" we wean the increment
in performance which is observed when a question asked during or shortly
after exposure to text is repeated on a later test. The direct effect of
questioning is invariably larger than the indirect effect Shia' has captured
the lion's share of attention from the research community since the work
of Rothkopf.

The working hypothesis was that a quiz question sets the occasion for
mental review and further cognitive processing of text information. 1ban
the quiz question happens to make.contact with information in short term
memory, it is theorised that there is Some probability that this informa-
tion will be transferred into long term, semantic memory. Of course, a
question would not be expected to affect information already in long term
memory. Nor could a question influence information that had not been
learned at all.

Rased on this analysis, two variables seem likely to be important.
The first is the timing of the quiz. People who receive a:quiz imardiatiar
should do better on the delayod test than people who complete the guts after
an interval, because after an interval the information which potentially
could have been affected by,a quiz will have dropped out of 'short:term
memory. Second, the nature of.tbe quiz should' make a differenCePemplle
who receive quiz items that repeat text statements in:literal, Verbatim
form may be able to answer the questions on the basis` Of.orthoaraphie:Or
phonological features:which were stored the text*,
verbatik quiz may mot inctigate transfer Of:information into lonvtere,
semantic memory. Ae **abased on a pataphraseef a teSt/statementeannot:
le.answered frog ismorvfor the sUrfacerfornsof the neoriage.; Ito4newor'a
Isr0104101:question:requires seatingful'Iroceising Which, it is theorized,

should,:tharefore prolate/the tranefei of inforeetioo into permanent atones.

Method

lieeriment 1. Two hundred: end forty4ophoSeres, juniOrseld seniors
frea:the high echool in a small:ttown read one ot two versions of a 5507vOrd
*Sage describing the-seciel'bebavior of the army ant. Tben the.studente
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took either a verbatim or paraphrase quiz, either immediately after reading
the passage or after a Walnuts filled delay. Lich quiz consisted of 15
4alternative multiple choice gametic°s derived from what were judged to be
the most important state:ants in this text. Bach form of the quiz contained
verbatim questions with respect to one of the two versious of the passage
and paraphrase cootiess with respect to the other. A control group did not
receive a quiz. Subjects were stratified into three levels on the basis of
a verbal comprehension test. Alum* after exposure to the passage a random
half of the subjects within each condition mentioned so far were tested with
the 15 paraphrase questions; the other half got the 15 verbatim questions.

Rveriment 2. Four huuired and twenty-two freshmen from a suburban hub
school read the army ant pamsase and than completed a verbatim quiz, a para-
phrase quiz, a verbatim quiz twice, a paraphrase quiz twice, a verbatim quiz
followed by a paraphrase quiz, or paraphrase quiz followed by a verbatim
quiz. One control group neither read the passage nor took a quiz. Another
control group read the passage but did not receive a quiz. In all other
respects the design and procedure were the same as in Reperiment 1.

Results and Discussion

Overall the studies confirmed that taking a quiz significantly enhances
performance on a delayed test. However, the two specific hypotheses out-
lined in the introduction could not be confirmed. First, people who received
an immediate quiz did slightly but not significantly better on the delayed
test than those who received a quiz 20 minutes after reading the passage.

He had, second, confidently expected that on the delayed test students
who had taken a paraphrase quiz would do better than those who had taken
verbatim quiz. The trend of the results ran in the opposite direction in
both importunate. This fact caused us to revise our theory. It was still
assumed that questions acted upon information in short term memory, only now
it was reasoned that verbatim questions are better cues for retrieval of
this information than paraphrase questions, since the information presumably
is phonologically coded. Once retrieved, paraphrase questions should be better
at getting the information into long -term semantic memory because paraphrase
questions are more likely than the verbatim questions to cause semantic
encoding.

A.model based on the reasoning outlined above fit the data quite well,
and led to a nonobvioua prediction tested in the second experiment: an
optimum treatment should be a verbatim quiz followed by a paraphrase quiz.
According to the augmented theory a verbatim question allows retrieval of
phonologically coded information in short term memory. Thus Famed the
information is accessible for meaningful processing instigated by the para-
phrase question and is transferred into long-term, semantic memory. The

group that received a verbatim quiz followed by a paraphrase quiz performed
significant*, better than the other three groups that received two quizzes,
indeed, significantly better than any other group in the second experiment.
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Very interesting and important was the fact that on every occasion in
both experimemts in which quis or test vas given, whether immediately
after exposure to the passage, 20 minutes later, or &meek later, performsnee
vas significantly higher on the verbatim than the paraphrase form. To give
an idea of the magnitude of the difference, it is estimated that on the
first quis in the second experiment one third of the "knowledge" that resulted
from reading the passage depended upon reinstating the exact lawnsge of the
text. The result cannot be attributed to differential difficulty of the
forms of the test since the versions of the passage and the forme of the
test were counterbalanced; what was a verbatim item for one subject vas a
paraphrase item for the next. In simple, old fashioned terms the result
suet mean that there vas a lot of rote learning going on.

There ware several other significant but less interesting findings.


